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ABSTRACT. New proofs are given for the following results of Hirschman and

Wainger: Let x¡) 6 C°°(Rn) vanish in a neighborhood of the origin; ip{i) = 1

for large £. Then

|£|-^(í)exp(¿|ín

is a multiplier in L"(Rn) for |l/p- 1/2| < ß/na; is not a multiplier in L"{Rn)

for |l/p- 1/2| > ß/na.

1. Introduction. Let a, ß be real numbers, 0 < a < 1, ß > 0. Let ^ G G°°(R")

be 0 near the origin and 1 outside a compact subset of R™. For / G S(R") we define

T/GS(R")by

(i) [T/r(o = iii-^(i)exp(iier)/(e).

T is then a strongly singular convolution operator. The kernel of T was first studied

by G. H. Hardy for n = 1 (cf. [2]). In [3], I. I. Hirschman develops the Lp-theory

for operators of type T, concentrating in the periodic case. He proves, for n = 1

(see [3, Theorem 3c and remarks following it]),

THEOREM 1. Let \l/p - 1/2| < ß/na. Then T extends to a bounded operator

on Lp.

THEOREM 2. T does not extend to a bounded operator on Lp if \l/p — 1/2| >

ß/na.

The proof of Theorems 1, 2 for general dimension n is due to S. Wainger [7] and

E. Stein [5]. In [1], C. Fefferman picks up the problem by looking at the behavior

of T in the limit case 1/p — 1/2 = ß/na. He proves that in this case T is somewhat

better than of weak type íp,p), thus proving Theorem 1 by the Marcinkiewicz

interpolation theorem (cf., for example, [6]) and duality. His paper is also the first

one to give information about behavior in the limit cases.

We will give new proofs of Theorems 1, 2 which we believe are simpler and more

direct than the previous ones. In the sequel, || ■ ||p denotes the norm of LP(R");

B(LP) is the space of bounded operators on Lp = LP(R™); a,ß,ip are as described

above; 0 < 6 < p are such that ipiÇ) = 0 if |£| < 6 and V(£) = 1 if Ifl > P- All
integrals without an explicit domain of integration are over all of Rn.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1.  We will need the following lemma.

LEMMA 1.   For a > 0 define ka on R" by

(2) k„ix) = (27T)-"/2 I eixMt) exp((z - ff)\t\a) d£.

Then there exists a constant C such that

(3) HMi < Ccr-n'2 expí-\Sao-)

for all a > 0.

We postpone the proof of Lemma 1 to §4. Let T be given by (1),

Tfix) = (27r)-"/2|e-«V(e)ier0exp(^r)/(O^-

Noticing that

W~0 = rWl" /     °Wa)-leM-o-\t\a)da,
r(P/a) Jo

we can write
1        f°°

TfW = rm7^       o-W^-xik„*f)ix)do-,
rÍP/a) Jo

hence

(4) mh-TWà)L    ai0/a)'1^*^pda

for all p G [1, oo]. By Lemma 1,

(5) Hfc, * /111 < Co-n'2 expi-I^^II/Hx;

since Ifc,(01 <ll^||ooexp(-ieQor),

(6) )\ko*fh<U)\oo^M-\àaa))\f))2.

By the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem (cf. [8]) (5) and (6) imply for 1 < p < 2,

(7) \\ka * /||p < da~x exp(-í/¿°<7)||/||p

for a > 0, where Gi depends only on the C of (5) and ||^||oo, X = n((l/p) - (1/2))

and v = (1/p - l/2)/2 + 2(1 - 1/p) > 0. Using (7) in (4), we see T G B(LP) if

/•OO

/      f7(/?/Q)-1-A exp(-¡yr5acr) der < OO,

Jo

which happens if (and only if) A < ß/a; i.e., 1/p — 1/2 < ß/na.   This proves

Theorem 1 if 1 < p < 2; the case p > 2 follows by duality.

3.   Proof of Theorem 2. We use the following result from stationary phase

analysis.
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LEMMA 2.  Z,eiPGG°°(Rn), <7GCg°(Rn) and assume det[{d2/dÇidÇj)PÎÇ)] ¿
0 for all I; e suppg.  Then there exists C = Cig) such that

1/exp(ta:-e-tíP(0)ff(Odí < Ct~n'2

for all t > 0.

For a proof of Lemma 2, see (for example) [4, p. 41].

For t > 0, we define

(8) nt) fix) = r»-/a1 expiix • ç+¿iiemerW^/K) *t

so that T = T(l). Let £ be the set of all / G (Rn) such that / G G£° and

supp/ Ç {£ | |e| > p}. Noticing ^(i1/Q0/(£) = /(£) for / G £, Í > 1, all

£; we can apply Lemma 2 with P(£) = |f|a for |f| > p; g{£) = |f|_/î/(f)- The
determinant in the lemma evaluates to (—a|£|a_2)"(l — a) ^ 0 for 0 < a < 1,

|£| > p. Thus

(9) l|T(i)/||oc < Cif)t-n'2

for / G F, t > 1. Assume now 1 < p < 2 and T G B(LP), of norm Cp. It is then

easy to see T{t) G B(LP) for all t > 0 and

(10) ||T(í)/||P<Gpí^||/||p

for all f e Lp. From (10) and (9) we get at once

(11) IIZWHa < Ktx

by a trivial interpolation, K depending on / and A = (p/2n)[/?/(na) - (1/p- 1/2)],

f e E. Since ||T(i)/||2 = H/VlfHk for t > 1, i.e., is independent of t for t > 1
and^ 0 if / G E\{0}, (11) can only hold if A > 0, i.e., 1/p - 1/2 < ß/na. This
proves Theorem 2 in case 1 < p < 2; the case p > 2 follows by duality.

4. Proof of Lemma 1. For r = 0,1, 2,..., let ¡fc£r) = id/da)rka; thus

Hr)no = (-iym\tr ^m - «*)•
If 7 = (71,..., 7n) is a multi-index of length m, then

(12)

^^'(Ol^^X^Oexpí-i^^ + lel^-^^^expí-ilel^expí-i^cr)

for |£| > ¿, a > 0, where xs is the characteristic function of S = {£|<5 < |£| < p}

and C depends on ip, m, r. The proof is straightforward, though tedious. Terms in

which ip is differentiated can be estimated by const \s exp(—|£|Q<7)(1 +a)m; in the

other terms we can estimate (for |£| > 6) all powers of £ by the highest appearing

power, namely |£|ra-m(i-a) ^ye get T-lA 0f an positive powers of 1 + a by using

part of exp(—)t\)aa) < exp(—6aa) for that purpose. Another part of this factor

gets factored out at the end. From (12) we get

(13)

exp (-^) +^-{n/2a) (/ff(Odí)1 (   l\\\x\mkPh<C exp ( —^6aa
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where

gis = ier2AQexp(-ier),     A = ^^ - r.
a

We see g G L1{Rn) iff 2Aa < n, i.e.,

(14) m< (n + 2ra)/(2(l-a)).

Thus (13) implies

(15) || |xr4r)lla < Cam^-^'a^r+n'2^ exp(-±<5atr)

for all integers r, m such that (14) holds, a > 0. In particular, (15) holds for m = 0,

all r = 0,1,_Now choose and fix an integer m > n/2; then fix an integer r > 0

such that (14) holds. Using

||A||i < constRn/2i\\h\)2 + R-m\\ \x\mh\\2),

valid for all R > 0, we get from (15) with h = k0r),R = CT(i-«)/«;

H4r)lli <Go--("/2)-'-exp(-i«5Qa)

for a > 0. Integrating r times with respect to a, from a to oo, we obtain (3).
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